Abstract. In this study, we give a new generalization for Hermite matrix polynomials. We obtain some formulas related to an explicit representation, matrix recurrence relations and the Rodrigues formula for two-index Hermite matrix polynomials. Also we generalize Runge's addition formula and Nielsen's identity for these new generalizations. Moreover we give Burchnall's operational formula and Nielsen's identity for Hermite matrix polynomials by means of two-index Hermite matrix polynomials.
INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION
Throughout this paper, if A is a matrix in C r r , its spectrum .A/ denotes the set of all eigenvalues of A. Its 2-norm is denoted by kAk and defined by ( [10] )
where for a vector y in C r , kyk 2 D y T ; y 1 2 is the Euclidean norm of y. Moreover the zero matrix and identity matrix will be denoted by 0 and I , respectively. For a matrix A .k; n/ in C r r for n 0 and k 0; then in an analogous way to the proof of Lemma 11 of [26] , it follows that If A is a matrix in C r r such that Re .´/ > 0 for every eigenvalue´2 .A/; we say a positive stable matrix. Also throughout this paper, we will use a positive stable matrix A in C r r : Then Hermite matrix polynomials are defined by means of the From the above equation we have
kŠ .n 2k/Š ; n 0
Also, Hermite matrix polynomials satisfy Runge's addition formula ( Some other properties of Hermite matrix polynomials can be found in [1, 3, 7, 15, 22, 29, 33] .
In the recent two decades, special matrix functions are an emergent field whose development is reaching important results both the theoretical and practical points of view. Some important results for classical scalar special functions are generalized to special matrix functions, see for example [2, 5, 8, 9, 16, 21, 30, 31] . Also, some generalized form of these matrix polynomials are introduced and studied in [4, 18-20, 23-25, 27, 28, 32] . Our purpose here is to introduce and study a new generalization which is called two-index Hermite matrix polynomials. The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, the class of two-index Hermite matrix polynomials is introduced. Starting from an appropriate matrix generating function, matrix recurrence relations and Runge's additional theorem and multiplication theorem for these matrix polynomials are established. Section 3 deals with the operational identity which simplifies the studying properties of two-index Hermite matrix polynomials rather than generating matrix function. In the sense of that we construct Rodrigues formula. We give Nielsen's identity for these matrix polynomials as an ON GENERALIZED TWO-INDEX HERMITE MATRIX POLYNOMIALS 225 application of this formula. Finally, we focus on Hermite matrix polynomials. We establish Burchnall's operational formula and Nielsen's identity.
TWO-INDEX HERMITE MATRIX POLYNOMIALS: DEFINITION AND PROPERTIES
One of the most direct ways of exploring generalized classes of Hermite matrix polynomials is to start from modifying the form of the ordinary generating function. So, we define two-index Hermite polynomials H n;m .x; A/ by
We can write
Using the relation (1.1) yields
From (2.1) and (2.2), we obtain an explicit representation for the two-index Hermite matrix polynomials in the form:
It follows that H n;m .x; A/ is a polynomial of degree m C n and H n;m .x; A/ D H m;n .x; A/ : For the unity of the formulations, we define trivially
whenever m < 0 or n < 0:
and
for every integer m 1: The first few values of H n;m .x; A/ are given by
3), one can deduce easily the symmetry formula
So that the H n;m .x; A/ is odd or even if and only if n C m is odd or even respectively. By taking u D v in (2.1), we obtain a relation between Hermite matrix polynomials and our generalization as
Now we study the uniform convergence of the matrix series (2.1) in the complex domain jxj < a for a fixed value of u and v: By taking 2-norm in (2.3), we get
where H n;m .x/ is the classical scalar two-index Hermite polynomials in the form ( [12] )
In view of (2.7) and (2.8), the matrix series (2.1) is termwise differentiable with respect to x. Proof. Differentiating the both sides of (2.1) with respect to x and making appropriate changes of indices, we get 
Making appropriate changes of indices yields (2.11). For the proof of (2.12), we apply the same method after differentiating (2.1) with respect to v. Finally, subtracting (2.11) from (2.12) gives (2.13). where and are any complex numbers.
Proof. Taking x for x, u for u and v for v in (2.1), we have
Then using (1.1) and comparing the coefficients of Equation (2.17) is the Runge's addition formula for two-index Hermite matrix polynomials.
SOME RESULTS FOR TWO-INDEX HERMITE MATRIX POLYNOMIALS
In this section, we obtain an operational formula and give its applications such as Rodrigues formula and Nielsen's identity for two-index Hermite matrix polynomials. Moreover we establish Burchnall's operational formula and Nielsen's identity for Hermite matrix polynomials. Firstly, we have the following main theorem. Theorem 1. For n; m 2 N [ f0g ; we have the following operational formula
Multiplying both side of the above equation with e 
So we have
Comparing the coefficients of u n nŠ v m mŠ in both sides of the above equation, we get (3.1).
In the following corollary, we obtain another recurrence formula for the two-index Hermite matrix polynomials.
Corollary 2. For n; m; r 2 N [ f0g ; we have
For the proof of the Rodrigues formula and the Nielsen's identity for H n;m .x; A/ we need the following lemma. 
Proof. One can prove .3:3/ by mathematical induction.
3) we have the following corollary.
Corollary 3. The Rodrigues formula for H n;m .x; A/ is given as followsW
As a conclusion of the above corollary, it is good to note that two-index Hermite matrix polynomials constitute a subclass of matrix analogues of Gould-Hopper polynomials defined by ( [11] )
In fact, we have
Now, we give a formula that calculates the weighted sum of the product of the same polynomials in the following proposition. 
Ã m H r;m .x; A/ in (3.5) and using (3.2) we get
Applying the Leibniz formula and using (2.9), we get the proof. Now, we focus on Burchnall's operational formula and Nielsen's identity for Hermite matrix polynomials. Setting (3.1) in (2.6) we have Thus we have the following corollary. In the following corollary, we obtain another recurrence formula for Hermite matrix polynomials. As an application of the above corollary, we state the Nielsen's identity for Hermite matrix polynomials in the following theorem. 
